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Shisha Lounge Policy

Proof of age is required.

Shisha sharing is 1 between 2 people with drinks.

In order to meet great demand during busy periods,
customers are limited to a 90 minute stay.

Any customers behaving in an aggressive manner will be
immediately asked to leave and barred!

Some flavours contain Tobacco.

Please note, NO re-heads on weekends.

Rockstar
Feel the sweet and luxurious flavours of coconut, red raspberry, 

and pineapple dance on your tongue. 

Blu Havana
Feel the exhilarating rush of our royal blue lemonade blend, 
paired with hints of black currant, candy grapes, and frosted 

blueberries.

Huwainn Libre
Bursts of colors spring across your taste buds as you experience 

a flavour blend of skittles, fizzy soda, and pear drops.

The 1NE
Like sipping on a chilled glass of pink lemonade by the crystal 
water poolside, the 1NE will present you with a blend of sweet 

strawberries, blueberries, and grapes.

Long Island
This tropical mango will brighten your day with its hints of 

fragrant apple, pink lemonade, classic Irn-Bru, and the ability to 
make you feel like royalty.

The Cuban
Dive right into this timeless Cuban taste as you lead your 

tastebuds through the journey of crisp citrus flavours followed 
by a dash of mint to cool and refresh you.

Willy Wonka
Like taking a stroll through a world made of candy, the flavours 
of pear gumdrops and mango lollipops fill you up and leave you 

feeling jolly.

EL Capone
As a genuine gangster, you will want this energising blend of 

citrus orange, lime, and bright grapefruit paired with a pinch of 
an icy background that gives you the extra burst of energy

you need.

Notorious
A notoriously incredible blend of sweet lychee, fresh berries, 

and refreshing blue lemonade leaves you feeling uplifted as you 
breathe out a delicate cloud.

El Mafia
You will feel like a king being fed fruits from the orchard, 

experiencing the tastes of citrus, melons, and apples combined 
with a refreshing mint undertone.
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Double Apple Grape

Kiwi

Mint

Orange

Peach

Pomegranate Vanilla

Cocktail

Lemon Watermelon Strawberry

Frozen Raspberry
A cool breeze taste of 
raspberry goodness

Frozen Blueberry
A deep cool

Blueberry Flavour

Lychee
Tastes just like the fruit!

Frozen Apple
Delicious apple flavour will 
leave you wanting more!

Blue Mist
Very sweet blueberry flavour with a hint
of mint that comes out in the aftertaste

Paan
Tasty, sweet, cool and

refreshing. For Paan lovers!

Green Gummy Bears
A must tr y for all sweet

gummy lovers

Skittles
Taste the rainbow in a Shisha!

Frozen Pina Colada
A combination of frozen

juicy pineapple

Irn Bru
Tastes exactly like the

Irn Bru Drink

Love 66
Blend of strawberry, 
watermelon & gum

Frozen Watermelon
Icy cool candy

watermelon punch

Frozen Mango

The Finest Handcrafted German Tobacco

Sweet mango with an icy finish

Red Berry Slush
A flavour that will take you on 
a journey down memory lane

Frozen Pineapple
Delicious pineapple flavour with 

a hint of coolness

Frozen Lime
Cool lime with a frozen punch

Frozen Passionfruit
Sweet tangy passionfruit laced 

with an icy freeze

Lady Killer
Fruity melon, mango

& berry blend

Step 1
pick your flavour



Silicone Phunnel Head With Heat Management
No Additional Charge.

Fruit-Head

Fruit Choices: Orange, Melon or Pineapple.

+7.5

Step 2
pick your head

Extras
Ice Pipe 5

Disposable Pipe 1

The Namaste Fly Shisha

Handmade bespoke Fly Series Shisha served your flavour
of choice with a head management head
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The Gold Maharaja

The Ultimate showstopping Shisha! Served your flavour of choice 
with a head management head, free re-head with this Shisha

100

Namaste Lounge
Special Shisha’s

Head Refill

Please note: Only the same flavour can be ordered
with Re-Head’s

Standard Flavours 15

Exclusive 20

Fruit-Head Standard Flavour 20

Fruit-Head Exclusive 25
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Passionova
Sweet and icy passionfruit.

Magna Carta (Green Myst)
A taste of exotic crushed limes with a

cooling touch of Wild Mint.

Picasso
A mixture of white and red jelly babies, with

a slight undertone of pineapple

Black Mamba
An exciting blend containing berry with succulent

peach and a touch of mint.

Frozen Smurf Berries
A blend of raw British wild berries, a very

sweet and intense taste
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